This paper reports a programming toolkit for implementing localization and navigation of a mobile robot both in real world and simulation. Many of the previous function libraries are difficult to use because of their complexity or lack of usability. The proposed toolkit consist of functions for dead reckoning, motion model, measurement model, and operations on directions or heading angles. The dead reckoning and motion model deals with differential drive robot and bicycle type robot driven by front wheel or rear wheel. The functions can be used for navigation in both real environment and simulation. To prove the feasibility of the toolkit, simulation results are shown along with the results in real environment. It is expected the proposed toolkit is used for test of algorithms for mobile robot navigation such as localization, map building, and obstacle avoidance.
return   Table 4 . Motion model toolkit of differential drive robot
표 5. 이륜차 로봇의 운동 모델 툴킷 Table 5 . Motion model toolkit of bicycle type robot
Process
Calculate probability according to exponential probability distribution. Multiply weighting to the probability. Added the weighted probability to the result of MM_Common result.
Calculate the error probabilities due to Gaussian noise, sensor failure, and random measurement. Multiply weight value to each probability. Add the weighted probabilities. 
